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Abstract
In today’s world of evolving technology, everybody wishes to accomplish tasks in
least time. As information available online is perpetuating every day, it becomes very
difficult to summarize any more than 100 documents in acceptable time. Thus, ”text
summarization” is a challenging problem in the area of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) especially in the context of global languages.
In this thesis, we survey taxonomy of text summarization from different
aspects. It briefly explains different approaches to summarization and the evaluation
parameters. Also presented are a thorough details and facts about more than fifty
automatic text summarization systems to ease the job of researchers and serve as a
short encyclopedia for the investigated systems.
Keyword extraction methods plays vital role in text mining and document
processing. Keywords represent essential content of a document. Text mining
applications take the advantage of keywords for processing documents. A quality
Keyword is a word that represents the exact content of the text subsetly. It is
very difficult to process large number of documents to get high quality keywords in
acceptable time.
This thesis gives a comparison between the most popular keyword extractions
method, tf-idf and the proposed method that is based on Helmholtz Principle.
Helmholtz Principle is based on the ideas from image processing and derived from the
Gestalt theory of human perception. We also investigate the run time to extract the
keywords by both the methods. Experimental results show that keyword extraction
method based on Helmholtz Principle outperformancetf-idf.
Keywords: Text Mining, Text Summarization, Stemming, Helmholtz Peinciple, Information Retrieval,
Keyword Extraction, Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis We have done briefly survey on Automatic Text Summarizers which help
us to have an idea of what Text Summarization is and how it can be useful for. Also
We propose approaches for comparison of keyword extraction using term weighting
and Helmholtz Principle in multi documents. We focus on two text mining tasks: text
summarization and keyword extraction. We aim to identify and tackle the challenges
of multi documents and compare the performance of the proposed approaches against
a wide range of existing methods. Text mining, sometimes alternately referred to as
text data mining, roughly equivalent to text analytics, refers to the process of deriving
high-quality information from text. It is a well research field; for instance, during
the 1990’s and early 2000 text summarization received a lot of attention due to its
relevance to both information retrieval and machine learning.
There are several approaches to term weighting of which the Term Frequency
- Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is probably the most often used. It is an
approach that relies heavily on term frequency (TF); i.e., a statistic of how many times
a word appears within a document. In many cases, TF is a good statistic to measure
the importance of a word: if it occurs often, it could be important.
1.1 Text Summarization
A summary is a reduced transformation from original text through selection and
generalization of the important concept [2]. Summarization model consists of three
1
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stages:
• Interpretation : Original text converted into structured representation so that
necessary computation and modification can be performed on it.
• Transformation : convert into summary representation.
• Generalization : summary representation converted into summary text.
Effective summarizing requires an explicit, and detailed, analysis of context factors,
as is apparent when we recognize that what summaries should be like is defined by
what they are wanted for, as well as by what their sources are like [3]. Context Factor
distinguishes three main factors:
1.1.1 Input Factor
The features of input document can affect the resulting summary according to the
following aspects :
Document Structure
Structure is a explicit organization of a Input Document. Examples are : header,
chapters, sections, lists, table etc. Structure of the Document should be well organized,
so that information can be use to analyze the document.
Summarizer [4], PALSUMM that create summaries by choosing sentences or parts
of sentences corresponding to nodes at a given level of depth of a tree structured
representation of the structure of the text produce excellent summaries of the original
text [5]shows structural properties of medical articles.
Domain
Domainsensitive systems are able to obtain summaries of single or specific topic
domain (e.g. all of medicine as a single domain) with varying degrees of probability.
For example [6] applied two independent method (BIOChain and FreqDist) for
identifying salient sentences in biomedical texts. [7] shows how argumentation
schemes and story schemes form most relevant forms of commonsense knowledge
2
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in the context of reasoning with evidence. Some other domain specific information
summarizer for different kinds of documents.
Specialization level
A text may be broadly characterized as ordinary, specialized, or restricted, in relation
to the presumed subject knowledge of the source text readers. This aspect can be
considered same as domain aspect.
Language
The language of the input can be general language or restricted to sub language
within a domain, purpose or audience. Summarization algorithm may or may not use
language dependent information. Considering specific form factors, TIDES include
information detection, extraction, summarization and translation focusing currently
on English, Chinese and Arabic with some research on Korean and Spanish. LDC
work on Chinese and Arabic language. English has been the main language (see DUC),
with substantial effort in Japanese (see NTCIR) and work on Chinese and German,
and both raw Arabic and automaticallytranslated Arabic news in DUC .
Media
Although Our main focus of Summarization is textual summarization but summaries
of nontextual documents like , audio, video [8],Multimedia, Images etc.Summarizing
of Multimedia resources by the technology DREL [9]. To achieve consistency of image
content representation and highquality results, imagebased summarization needs to
be geared toward specific image types [10].
Unit
Different Number documents can be used to create summary of the document. If
only single document is used to create summary, it is named as Single Document
Summarization System. If more than one document is used, then it is named as
MultiDocument Summarization System. In Multidocument Summarization system
does not simply shorten the source texts but presents information organized around
3
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the key aspects to represent a wider diversity views on the topic. Different types
of Summarizer for different kinds of documents developed by Columbia University
are: SUMMONS, MultiGen, FociSum.University of South California produces a
summarizer system, Summarist.SUMMONS and MultiGen works for news domain
where FociSum based on question and answer approach. Summarist produces
summaries of Web Documents.
Genre
Some systems exploit typical genredetermined characteristics of texts, like pyramidal
organization of newspaper article ,development of scientific article, etc. Some
summarizers are independent of type of documents but some are specialized on some
certain type of documents like Broadcast fragments [11], e-mails [12][13],web pages
[14], news, medical articles [15], scientific articles[16], News agency [17]etc.
Scale
Scale means length of Input source. Length of input documents can be varies.
Longer documents like reports, books contains more important informative parts,
contain more topics, less redundant information, etc. Where shorter document like
news articles, sentences contain less information, contain less topic, less meaningful
information.
1.1.2 Purpose Factors
Here it is describe for what purpose we are doing summarizing. Purpose factors are
fall under three categories :
Situation
Situation is the context of Summary. It refers to the environment where summary is to
be used. The environment of Summary means, by whom, for what purpose and when
it will be used, it may or may not be known. If it is known in advance then it can fulfill
4
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the requirements of context of the summary. For example, Medical literatures on the
web are the important sources to help clinicians in patient care.
Audience
Audience refers to the readers for whom summarization is to be done. It may be done
according to the interest of the audience.
Use
Use refers to for what reason summarization is to be done. Summaries can be used for
retrieving information, developed Search Engine, informationcovering substitutes for
their source text, as devices for refreshing the memory of an alreadyread source.
1.1.3 Output Factors
There are at least three major output factors are:
Material
The summary of a document can contain all important concepts of original document
or only some aspects of it. Summaries may be designed to contain some specific type
of information like, in papers what was observed, plot, etc. Generic summaries cover
all important concepts where querybased summaries cover related to the need of user.
Format
created summary organized into different sections like headings, etc. In some journal
papers, like an abstracts, or Test results.
Style
A Summary can be :
1. Informative : It cover concept of original document.
2. Indicative : It gives brief explanation of original document.
5
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3. Aggregative : It gives partial information of which does not cover in original
document.
4. Critical : It review summaries whether it is wrong, right or require some
modification.
1.2 Keyword Extraction
Keyword extraction is highly related to automated text summarization. In text
summarization, most indicative sentences are extracted to represent the text. In order
to utilize the information from short documents, whether we want to categorize the
text or extract information from it, we need to identify which words are the most
important within the text. This can be achieved by various methods. I focused on
comparison of performance of two keyword extraction methods on very large data set
such as very popular method term weighting method TF-IDF and another is based on
Helmholtz Principle.
Helmholtz Principle is based on the ideas from image processing and especially on
the Helmholtz Principle from the Gestalt Theory of human perception. According to
a basic principle of perception due to Helmholtz, an observed geometric structure is
perceptually meaningful if it has a very low probability to appear in noise.
1.2.1 Application
Automatic text summarization can be used:
• To summarize news to SMS or WAP-format for mobile phones/PDA.
• To let a computer synthetical read the summarized text. Written text can be to
long and boring to listen to.
• In search engines to present compressed descriptions of the search results (see
the Internet search engine Google).
• To search in foreign languages and obtain an automatically translated summary
of the automatically summarized text.
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In this chapter, motivation of the research and the outline of the work is
introduced.
1.2.2 Motivation
Due to growth of online information it is difficult for human beings to accomplish
their task in the field of natural language processing in stipulated time. Huge
number of available documents in digital media makes it difficult to obtain the
necessary information related to the needs of a user. In order to solve this issue,
text summarization systems can be used. The text summarization systems extract
brief information from a given document while preserving important concepts of that
document. By using the summary produced, a user can decide if a document is related
to his/her needs without reading the whole document. Also other systems, such as
search engines, news portals etc., can use document summaries to perform their jobs
more efficiently.
To extract important information or sentences, high quality keyword plays crucial
role as per user requirement. They help users to search information more efficiently.
Due to growth of online information it is difficult for human beings to accomplish
their task in the field of natural language processing in stipulated time. Extracting
high quality keywords automatically are expensive and time consuming. This shows
keyword extraction is challenging problem in the area of natural language processing
especially in the context of global languages in acceptable time.
Annotation of keyword of document can be used to build keyword query. In an
electronic magazine keyword give a clue about the main idea of an article . In a book
they quickly lead the leader to the whereabout of the information sought.On the Web,
tag annotations help to find multimedia and other resources.Moreover, creation of
annotations is time consuming, such that automatic ways of keyword extraction form
the document are required.
There are many existing algorithms have been proposed for Automatic Keyword
extraction. Helmholtz Principle is developed for mining textual, unstructured or
sequential data. Here We define a new measure of meaningful keywords with good
performance on different type of documents. TF-IDF is successful and most well
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tested technique in Information Retrieval. So we compare most popular method
TF-IDF with my proposed algorithm based on Helmholtz Principle for large number
of documents.
1.2.3 Thesis Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the related work in documents summarization and keyword
extraction methods. Taxonomy of text summarization systems, text summarization
approaches in literature, and evaluation measures of the text summarization systems
are explained briefly. Approaches of keyword extraction methods are presented.
Chapter 3 explains briefly on automatic text summarizer systems with their
features. Also explain TF-IDF method and Helmholtz principle based keyword
extraction. I presented proposed algorithm for keyword extraction.
Chapter 4 I present the experimental results.
Chapter 5 presents the concluding remarks.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Taxonomy of Text Summarization
The summary can have different categorization according to their characteristics.
• Based on Number of source documents : If single document is used for
summarization, it is known as SingleDocument Summarization. More than one
document is used, and then it is known as Multidocument Summarization.
• Based on Summary Usage
– Generic Summarization :If whole document is used for creating summary.
– Query based Summarization : If specific topic is used related to the query.
• Based on techniques
– Supervised Summarization : The training data set is known.
– Unsupervised Summarization : Training data set is not known.
• Based on characteristics of a summary as text
– Extractive : Its process is to find more important information or sentences
from input document to create a summary.
– Abstractive : In this process, machine need to understand the concept of all
the input documents then produce summary with its own sentences.
9
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Taxonomy of Text Summarization
Based on Number
of Source
Document
Single Document
Multi Document
Based on
Summary Usage
Genetic
Query based
Based on
Techniques
Supervised
Unsupervised
Based on
Characterstics of
Summary as text
Extractive
Abstractive
Based on
Level of
Linguistics
Process
Shallow Approach
Deeper Approach
• Based on the level in the linguistic space
– Shallow approaches : It related to the syntactic level of representation.
– Deeper approach : It is related to the semantic level of representation and
allows linguistic process at some level.
2.1.1 Extractive Summarization Method
It finds more important information or sentences from input document to create a
summary. There is different level processing to get more informative parts or high
concepts information form input document. Based on these levels of processing, text
summarization is categorized into different approaches.
2.1.2 Approaches of Text Summarization
Statistical Approaches
In 1958,[18] describe that a sentence gives useful measurement of significance, if
frequency of particular term(or word) is high in an article. Term Frequency : Number
of occurrence of words. At the time of implementation, he proposed some key ideas:
• Stemming : In a document some words can be seen in different variant like
10
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singular vs Plural, present verses past, past verses future, written in small or
capital letter etc. Ex. School, schools, School, SCHOOL all are same. Stemmer
is a tool which reduces a word to its root form. For example, reads, reading, read
is stemmed into read. Here frequency of read is 3.Advantage is, it reduces the
memory usage for storing words. Another stemmer is, Porter Stemmer (Porter
Stemmer, 2000) for English document. In 1996, Rao et al. [19] and in 2012,
U.Mishra et al. propropose a stemmer MAULIK [20] for Hindi document and
in 1999, Zemberek proposed Zemberek Morphological Analyzer for Turkish
document.
• Stop word Removal : The words which do not conveying any significance
semantic to the text. These are “the”,“a”,“an”, “from”,“to”,“of”, etc. Stop
word removal is done using human made list of words. This list is different
for different languages. Here author applied this scheme in a set of 50 articles.
The sentence which comprises more significance words set as highest ranking
sentence and keeps all sentences in a decreasing order based on their rank. Then
it extracts sentences whose rank is more than predefined threshold value. In
1969, Edmundson [21] introduce four basic methods for automatic extracting
system was based on assigning to text sentences numerical weights that were
functions of the weights assigned to certain machinerecognizable characteristics.
These four basic methods are:
1. Cue Method : Relevance of a sentence is affected by presence of pragmatic
words (“significant”, “impossible” and “hardly”). In this method,Cue
dictionary comprises three sub dictionaries :
Bonus words : positively relevant,
Stigma words : Negatively relevant,
Null words : Irrelevant.
2. Key Method : According to this, more frequent words are positively
relevant. First it finds the total number of word occurrences in the
document. The words are set according to the nondecreasing order and the
word whose frequencies above the threshold were assumed as Key words
11
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and assigned positive weights equal to the frequency of occurrence.The
final Key weight of a sentence is the sum of the Key weights of its constituent
words.
3. Title Method : In this method, the machine recognizes certain specific
characteristics of the document, like title, headings, and format. The Title
method compiles for each document, a Title glossary comprises of nonNull
words of the title, subtitle, and headings for that document. Words in
the title glossary are assigned positive weights. The final weight for each
sentence is the sum of the Title weights of its constituent words.
4. Location Method : In the Location method, the sentences which contain
specific headings are positively relevant sentences. It selects headings of
documents which are appear in corpus and stored in a Heading dictionary.
Mostly heading words are appearing in the “Introduction”, “Purpose”, and
“Conclusion” parts of a document. The final Location weight for each
sentence is the sum of heading weight.
Author applied these methods in a set of 400 documents, and find that,
the CueTitleLocation method gives highest mean co selection score while
Keymethod give less.Emundsons settled features for extracting sentence. These
are:
• Sentence Length Cutoff Feature : If a sentence is longer than the pre specified
threshold value is more important than shorter sentence.
• FixedPhrase Feature : If Sentence containing any fixed phrases like “this
letter”,“In conclusion” or following immediately after heading containing a
keywords like “conclusion”,“results”,“summary” are more important.
• Paragraph Feature : If a paragraph containing more than one sentence than
importance of sentence is based on position, whether it is paragraphinitial
or paragraphfinal or paragraphmedial. Paragraphinitial sentence is, more
important than Paragraphfinal sentence.
12
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• Thematic Word Feature: The most frequent content words is known as thematic
words. A sentence is scored based on function of frequency.
• Uppercase Word Feature : Proper names are important. e.g. “ ASTM (American
Society for Testing Materials)”.This feature is computed with the constraints
that an uppercase thematic word is not sentenceinitial and begin with a capital
letter. Actions are : TFIDF, entropy, mutual information and statistics. Another
Statistical approaches used for keyword extraction are : TFIDF, entropy, mutual
information and statistics [22],[23].
Coherent Based Approach
A coherent based approach basically deals with the cohesion relations among the
words.Cohesion relations among elements in a text: reference, ellipsis, substitution,
conjuction, and lexical cohesion [24].
• Lexical chain : Lexical chain is a method of identifying set of words which are
semantically related. Semantic relationships among the words can be systematic
semantic, and nonsystematic semantic.
Semantically related words can be extracted using dictionaries and WordNet.
• WordNet : In NLP WordNet is used for measuring of conceptually similarity
and relatedness information from document. Concept can be related in any
ways beyond similar to each other. For Example, a wheel is a part of a car, night
is the opposite of day and so forth [25],[26].
In [27] describe four features based on lexical chains. Features are:
• Lexical chain score of a word : A word can be a member of more than one lexical
chains as it can appear in a same text with different sense. The score of a lexical
chain depends on relations appearing in the lexical chain.
• Direct Lexical chain score of a word : Score was calculated based on the relations
that belong to the word.
• Lexical chain span score of a word : It depends on the portion of the text that is
covered by the lexical chain. The covered portion of the text is considered as the
13
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distance between the first positions of a lexical chain member (word) occurred
first in the text and the last occurrence position of a lexical chain member which
occurred last in the text.
• Direct lexical chain span score of a word : It is computed same as the
lexical chain span score except that it is considered the words which are
directly related with the word in the lexical chain.Author applied these four
features with a corpus consists of 155 abstracts and got 45% precision in the
extraction of keywords. In [27] propose a CRF based keyword extraction
approach.Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) based methods are another
example that uses Coherent based summarization.
• RST: It organizes texts into treelike structure to represent the coherence
relations among the words [28]. In [29] propose a automatic summarizer GIST
based on RST processes. In [30] propose a Automatic text summarization
method based on RST. Here author assigned weights to the sentence in RStrees
according to the utility, and cut out lower weight nodes. As a result the
system generates complete, cohesive and readable summarization on the basis
of relation between sentences in the original text.
Graph Based Approach
Well known graph based algorithms are HITS and Google’s PageRank [31]
• HITS (Hyperlinked Induced Topic Search):
It is a ranking algorithm for web page developed by Jon Kleinberg. It
determines two set of scoresauthority: pages with large number of incoming
links and hub: pages with large numbers of outgoing links [32].
HITS H(Vi) =
∑
v jOut(vi)
HITA(V j)HITS H(Vi) =
∑
v jOut(vi)
HITH(V j) (2.1)
equqtion——————————————————-
• Google’s Pagerank Algorithm :
It is a ranking algorithm to determine quality of web pages. It is used by
14
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Google to improve search result, named after Larry Page [33]. PageRank
integrates both incoming and outgoing links into one single model, and therefore
it produces only one set of scores:
PR(Vi) = (1 − d) + d ∗
∑
v jIn(vi)
PR(v j)
|Out(v j)| (2.2)
Where d is a parameter that is set between 0 and 1. Aardvark is a social
search engine based on the village paradigm [34]. Miles Efron propose a page
rank algorithm for Microblogs (e.g. Twitter) search [35].Daniel and Tunkelang
proposed “a Twitter analog to PageRank[¨49]. It determines two set of scores
Authority and Influence.
In f luence(u) =
∑
vFollower(u)
1 + p ∗ In f luence(v)
||Following(v)|| (2.3)
Where Followers (.) is the set of people following a given user and Following is
the set of people a given user follows and p is a realvalued number corresponding
to the probability that a given tweet is retweeted.
Machine Learning Approach
Initially the system assumes that the features are independent. After that some feature
dependent approaches are developed. The machine learning based summarization
algorithms use techniques like NaveBayes, decision Trees, Hidden Markov Model.
• NaiveBayes Methods :
NaiveBayes classifier, long a favorite punching bag of new classification
techniques [36].A machine learning approach is based on three steps: Learning,
Development and Test. Bayes rule takes feature of words and sentences as
random events and relates to the conditional and marginal probabilities of those
random events. According to Bayes rulen :
P (sS |F1, F2, ..., Fk) = P (F1, F2, ..., Fk|sS )P(F1, F2, ..., Fk) (2.4)
Where s is a sentence from the document
15
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S is the target summary
(Fi)1≤i≤k are features.
Andrew et al. compare Multivariate Bernoulli model and MultiNomial model
and shown multivariate Bernoulli model performance is better. Rennie et.al
discusses Multinomial Nave Bayes model and problems associated with it [37].
Mouratis et al. propose Discriminative Multinomial Bayesian Classifier, which
increases the accuracy with a feature selection technique that evaluates the
worth of an attribute by computing the value of the chisquared statistics with
respect to the class [38].
• Decision Trees : Decision tree is a classifier generated from training data to
finding the feature in toptodown direction i.e. root to leaf node. Each node is
generated based on the rules corresponding to the feature and this process is
repeated until no further information gain is obtained.
Lin et al. assumed that the features are independent and applied decision
tree algorithm for sentence extraction problem [39]. Data are used
for this measurements provided by the TIPSTERSUMMAC. Collection of
independent data is provided from SUMMARIST for assign score to sentences.
SUMMARIST got same texts after applying each combination of functions,
features and parameters. Some specific features are:
Baseline: Scoring sentence by its position.
Query signature : Normalized score of each sentence according to the number
of uery words they contain.
IR signature : most salient terms ranked by tfidf.
Average lexical connectivity : Number of words shared with other sentences
divided by the total number of sentences in the text.
Numerical data: Boolean value 1 is given, if sentences contain numerical
expression.
Pronoun and adjective: Boolean value 1 is given if a sentence contain proper
noun.
Weekday and month : Boolean values 1 given to sentence if it contains weekdays
and months.
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Quotation : Boolean value 1 given to sentences containing quote.
When author applied these features to the query topic, they conclude that no
single feature suffices for query based summaries.Kevin et al. proposed a model
of sentence compression function using decision tree method [40].
17
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• Hidden Markov Model(HMM):
It is a p¨robabilisticfinitestate model for data. The structure of this model consists
of number of states and transition between the states which is selected by the a
priori of the domain.HMM is defined as follows [41]:
λ = (A, B, pi) (2.5)
S = Set of States, S 1, S 2.....S M
V= Set of Output symbols, V1,V2.....VN
Q= Fixed state sequence of length T,
O= Set of Observations of length T,
A= transition probability from State S i to S j, denoted as ai j , where
ai j = P(QT = S j|QT−1 = S i) (2.6)
B= Probability of Observation at k, produced from state S j denoted as,B =
(bi(k))
bik = P(xT = VT |QT = S i) (2.7)
pi=Initial probability array, denoted as,pi = [pii]
pii = P(Q1 = S i) (2.8)
There are two assumptions are made in the Markov model : Current state
is dependent only on the previous state, and Output observation at time t
is dependent only current state. It is also used for speech and handwriting
recognition [42].
Zhou et al describe granularity refined DOM tree to extract detailed information
combined with regular expression to extract fixed formative information [43].
They took training data set consists of address, room size, rent, area, telephone
number, name etc, applied in DOM tree. Experiment showed better extraction
results when it compared with RAPIER algorithm with same data sets.
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• MaximumEntropy Model :
A maximum entropy classifier can be used to extract sentences form documents.
Osborne et al. specify that maximum entropy classifier showed better result in
sentence extraction than naivebayes classifier when information is encoded in
dependent features and independent features [44]. Maximum Entropy defined
as [45]:
P(c|s) = 1
Z(s)
exp(
∑
i
λi,c fi,c (s, c))) (2.9)
Where z(s) =
∑
c exp(
∑
i λi fi(c, s)),is a normalized function,
Fi,c is a function for feature and c is class defined as:
Fi,c(d, c′) =
 1 ni(d) > 0 and c
′ = c
0 otherwise
The λi,c′ s are feature weight parameters. The parameters values are used to
maximize the entropy of the induced distribution based on the constraint.
Chieu et al. present a maximumentropy classification approach on a singleslot
and multislot information extraction [46]. For singleslot task, they worked on
seminar announcements. For this, they took several features such as,
Unigram: The string of each word w is used as a feature. So is that of the
previous word w-1 and the next word w+1.
Bigram : The pair of word strings (w-2, w-1) of the previous two words is used
as a feature. So is that of the next two words (w+1, w+2).
Zone and InitCaps : Texts within the pair of tags ¡sentence¿ and¡/sentence¿ are
taken to be one sentence. Words within sentence tags are taken to be in TXT
zone. Words outside such tags are taken to be in a FRAG zone. This group of
feature consists of 2 features (InitCaps, TXT) and (InitCaps,FRAG). For words
starting with a capital letter (InitCaps), one of the 2 features (InitCaps,TXT) or
(InitCaps,FRAG) will be set to 1, depending on the zone the word appears in.
Zone and InitCaps of w-1 and w+1 : If the previous word has InitCaps, another
feature (InitCaps, TXT)PREV or (InitCaps, FRAG)PREV will be set to 1.Same
for the next word.
Heading : Heading is defined to be the word before the last colon :¨ .¨ The system
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will distinguish between words on the first line of the heading (e.g. Whofirstline)
from words on other lines (Whootherlines). There is at most one feature set to 1
for this group.
First Word : This group contains only one feature FIRSTWORD, which is set to
1 if the word is the first word of a sentence.
Time Expressions : If the word string of w matches the regular expression
:[digit]+ :[digit]+, then this feature will be set to 1.
Names : If w has InitCapsand is found in the list of first names, the feature
FIRSTNAME will be set to 1. If w-1 (or w+1) has InitCaps and is found in the
list of first names then FIRSTNAMEPREV (FIRSTNAMENEXT) will be set to
1. Similarly for LASTNAME. For multislot task, they worked on Management
Succession. The multislot IE system made iup of four components, such
as, TextFiltering, Candidate Selection, Relation Classification, and Template
Building. Author applied two benchmark data set for both task showed better
accuracy in the Information extraction. Robert et al. compare number of
algorithms for estimating the parameters of maximum entropy model including
iterative scaling, gradient ascent, conjugate gradient, and variable metric
methods [47]. Another new model; HiddenState Maximum Entropy (HSME)
proposed which is based on fusion method for confidence measure [48].Concept
of Maximum entropy model is also applied to Biological text terms boundary
identification [1].
• Neural Networks:
In 1997, Ruiz and Srinivasan [49] modeled a problem of recognizing MeSH term
for a particular document . To solve this problem, they used backpropagation
and counterpropagation networks.
Backpropagation networks : Backpropagation network consists of two phases,
one to propagate the input pattern and other to adapt the output by changing the
weights in the network. The training procedure of a backpropagation network
is iterative, with the weights adjusted after the presentation of each case. The
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Input layer
Kohonen layer
Grossberg layer
input (N j) and the output (O) of the network is defined as follows :
N j =
∑
i
ωi jOi + Θ jandO j =
1
1 + e−N j
(2.10)
Counterpropagation Network :
The Counterpropagation Network consists of an input layer, a hidden layer
(also called Kohonen layer) , and an output layer (called Grossberg layer).
The training process of consists of two steps, first, an unsupervised learning is
performed by the hidden layer, then after the hidden layer is stable a supervised
learning is performed by the outer layer. The formula of the hidden layer is :
ωnew = ωold + α(x − ωold) (2.11)
Svore et al. approached a model based on neural nets, called NetSum for
summarization and thirdparty datasets for features. Authors used as dataset
of Wikipedia and CNN.com and applied a ranking algorithm, RankNet. The
system performed well over the baseline of choosing the first n sentences of the
document.
NTC (Neural Network Categorizer) [50] is a neural network model for
representing documents into numerical vectors. It solved two problems, first :
it can classify documents with its huge dimensionality completely and second is,
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provides transparency about its classification. For text categorization, authors
gather dataset from Newspage.com, 20NewsGroups, and Reuter . They applied
four approaches, SVM, NB, KNN, BackPropagation, and compare with NTC
for evaluation and got successful result as an approach to text categorization.
The Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) was first proposed by Donald Specht
in 1990. In 2009, Patrick et al. describe a modified model of PNN to solve the
problem of Economic Activities Classification of Brazil [51].
Counterpropagation Network : Support vector machine is a learning method,
developed by Vapnik et al. as stated in [52] Hirao et al. introduced a
classification learning algorithm, Support Vector Machine (SVM) to categorize
important or unimportant sentence in Single Document Summarization at
Document Understanding Conference (DUC) [53]. Given training dataset
(xn, yn), n=1 to n,x jRn and y j−1,+1 ,where x j is a feature vector of the jth
sample and y j is its class label (positive or negative). To rank sentences, they
took features of sentences, such as Position of sentences, Length of sentences,
weight of sentences, Similarity between Headline, Prepositions and verbs.
They presented sentence ranking algorithm by SVM for multidocument
summarization. To minimize redundancy, they applied Maximum Marginal
Relevance (MMR) method. Novel features they used for ranking sentence are
similar, the features they used for Single document summarization but in place
of Similarity between Headlines, named entity is used.
In 2005, Minh et al. proposed a sentence extraction algorithm based on SVM
ensemble classification to improve the accuracy for the data [54]. To correctly
classify area in the training samples, they trained each SVM independently from
the random chosen trained samples and to combine each machine, they used
boosting strategy. To run this method, they implement Adaboosting algorithm
to select training data for each individual SVM. Feature set were Location
method, Length method, Relevant to title, term frequent and document
frequent, cue phrase, distance of a word within a sentence.
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Algebraic Approach
• Latent Semantic Analysis: It is a algebraic statistical method to determine words
and sentences which are semantically related. It creates a matrix representation
by comparing semantic words .It is an algebraicbased Unsupervised approach.
LSA produces measures of wordword, worddocument and documentdocument
relations that are well correlated with several human cognitive phenomena
involving association or semantic similarity [55].
Latent Semantic Indexing is a information retrieval method that project queries
and documents into a space with “latent” semantic dimensions [56]. Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) is a method to find out the relations among very
large number of words. It can reduce the noise and improve the accuracy.
SVD : SVD of a matrix Am×n defined as follows:
A = Um×n × S r×r × VTr×n (2.12)
Where U is Eigen vectors of AAT ,called term matrix,V is Eigen vectors of
AT A,called document matrix, and S is Eigen values of both AT A and AAT ,called
diagonal matrix of nonzero singular values. Probabilistic Latent Semantic
Analysis is a statistical model for word or document cooccurrences by the
following scheme [57] :
Select a document di with probability P(di), Pick a latent class zk with probability
P(zk|di), Generate a word ω j with probability P(ω jzk). Where P(di) is a
probability that a word occur in a particular document.
P(zk|di) denote the probability distribution over a latent variable space,and
P(ω jzk) denote the class conditional probability of a specific word conditioned
on the unobserved class variable.
Meta Latent Semantic Analysis (MLSA) [58] improved accuracy model of
LSA. It has the ability to create metaclusters by taking symbolic ontologies
relevant for the analyzed collection of documents.Adaptive PLSA has the
incremental learning capability to absorb the domain knowledge form new
observed documents. It deals with domain mismatch for language processing
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applications. To resolved updating problems, authors go through the foldingin,
SVD recomputing, and SVD updating processes [59].
• NonNegative Matrix factorization(NMF) : NMF is linear representation of
nonnegative data applied to the set of multivariate ndimensional data vector.
NMF model is defined as :
An×m ≈ Bn×rCr×m (2.13)
Li et al. presented a multidimensional summarization framework based on
sentence level semantic analysis (SLSS) and symmetric nonnegative matrix
factorization (SNMF). SNMF can be 3factor nonnegative matrix factorization
is defined as :
X ≈ FS G (2.14)
Where S provides lowrank matrix representation, F gives row clusters and G
gives column clusters. After creating the clusters, authors rank the sentences
based on sentence score. Sentence score can be measured as :
S core(S i) = λF1(S i) + (1 − λ)F2(S i) (2.15)
Where F1(S i) measure the average similarity score between sentence S i and all
the other sentences in the cluster and F2(S i) is the similarity between sentence
and the given topic. λ is the weight parameter [60].
In 2009, Lee et al. [61] proposed an unsupervised NMF method to extract
important sentences for automatic generic document summarization. Author
claimed that NMF provide better performance in identifying subtopics of a
document as compared with the methods using LSA because semantic feature
vectors obtained using NMF have nonnegative values but in LSA method, it
contain both positive and negative values.
• Semi-Discrete Decomposition (SDD): SDD can be used in place of truncated
SVD matrix is defined as [62]:
Ak =
k∑
i=1
dixiyTi (2.16)
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A rankk SDD requires the storage of k(m+n) values from the set-1,0,1 and k
scalars.The scalar need to be only single precision because algorithm is self
correcting.
To querybased text summarization, authors compared SVD and SDD based LSI
methods on the MEDLINE dataset, requires only about half the query time, and
requires less than onetwentieth the storage but to compute SDD approximation
takes five times as long as computing the SVD approximation. Let ARm×n be
a given matrix and let wRm×n be a nonnegative weighted matrix [62]. The
weighted approximation problem is to find a matrix ARm×n that solves
min||A − B||2ω (2.17)
To overcome the problem of “curse of dimensionality”, Vaclav et al. proposed
a model Wordnet and Wordnet+LSI for dimension reduction [63]. Here SDD
method is used to identify most conceptual terms. For identifying topic, SDD
concept is used in two ways : to map the terms on synsets and use synset as input
to the SDD for document and vectors.
2.1.3 Abstractive Text Summarization
In this method, machine need to understand the concept of all the input documents
then produce summary with its own sentences. To accomplish this task, it go through
these sub processes : information extraction, ontological information, information
fusion and compression [64]. Machine uses linguistic methods to examine and
interpret the text and then to find the new concepts and expressions to best describe
it by generating a new shorter text that conveys the most important information form
the original text document [65]. Witbrock et al. proposed a statistical approach
model of nonextractive summarization process based on sentence compression. Main
steps in this system are [66]:
a. Tokenization : Tokens may include not only the words, but additional information
such as parts of speech tag, semantic tags applied to words, even phrases. Long
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distance relationships between words or phrases in the document, positions of words
or phrases, markup information obtained from the document such as existence of
different font, etc. could be used. This preprocessing model is applied in both input
documents and target documents.
b. The statistical model is built describing the relationship between the source text
units in a document and the target text units to be used in the summary of that
document. It describes both the order and likelihood of appearance of the tokens in
the target documents.
c. The statistical model generated information about user or task requirements, are
used to produce the summary of a document.
2.2 Evaluation Measure
After creating automatic summary require to know, how useful it is. Whether it can
fulfill the requirement for human or it is giving quality information or not. For this,
automatic evaluation is done. TIPSTER Text Summarization Evaluation (SUMMAC),
which was the first largescale, developerindependent evaluation of automatic text
summarization system [67]. To evaluate a summary, baseline summaries need to
create : single baseline summary for singledocument summarization and one baseline,
lead baseline, coverage baseline summaries for multidocument summarization which
is a difficult task [68]. Human evaluation task is expensive, very difficult and take
more time. BLEU is a automatic evaluation of machine translation, inexpensive, quick
and languageindependent, that correlates highly with human evaluation [69].There
is no standard metric is defined for evaluation, which makes very hard to compare
different systems and establish a baseline [70].
NIST did not define any official performance metric in DUC 2001 as stated by Lin
(2002).Evaluation measures are categorized into two types, intrinsic and extrinsic
evaluation. Intrinsic evaluation, judges the quality of the summary directly based
on analysis in terms of some set of norms but extrinsic evaluation judges the quality
of the summary based on the how it affects the completion of some other task. The
taxonomy of evaluation measure as stated in [71] shown in figure ??.
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Evaluation Measure
Intrinsic Extrinsic
(task-based)
document categorization
information retrieval
question answer
text Quality
evaluation
grammatical
non-redundancy
Referential clarity
Structure and coherence
Characterstics of
Co-selection
Precision,recall,F-score
relative utility
Content Based
Cosine Similarity
Unit Overlap
Longest Common subsequence
n-gram matching (ROUGE)
Pyramids
LSA Based Measure
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• Text Quality Measure : Grammaticality : The summary should not contain any
grammatical error like punctuation errors or incorrect words. Nonredundancy
: the summary should not contain any redundant information. Referencequality
:The reference in the summary clearly matched with the known object.
Coherence and structure : The summary should have good structure and the
sentences are coherently related.
• Coselection Measures: Here sentences are extracted from the created summary
and evaluate against the human selection. The metrics of coselection are
Precision, Recall and Fscore. Precision : Precision defined as the proportion of
retrieved documents that are relevant [72] or Common extracted the number
sentences from system and human choice summary divided by number of
sentences extracted from system summary.
Precision =
S ystemS entences ∪ HumanJudgesChoiceS entences
S ystemS entences
(2.18)
Recall : Recall is defined as the proportion of relevant documents that are
retrieved [89] or common number sentences extracted from system summary
and human choice summary divided by number of sentences extracted from
human choice summary.
Precision =
S ystemS entences ∪ HumanJudgesChoiceS entences
HumanJudgesChoiceS entences
(2.19)
F Score : FScore is a statistical method that combines precision and recall.
F-score is defined as harmonic average of precision and recall. Its value lies
between 0 and 1 where 1 is best value.
FS core =
2 × Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall
(2.20)
Another formula for FScore for measuring the FScore :
FS core =
(β2 + 1) × Precision × Recall
β2 × Precision + Recall (2.21)
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Where β is a weight value not equal to zero. For β > 1, it indicate Precision is
more important and for β < 1 indicate Recall is more important.
Relative Utility :Relative Utility measure to overcome the problem of the
Precision and recall based evaluation as stated in [73]. Suppose a manual
summary contain sentences 1, 2, 3, and 4 from a document. There are two
systems S1 and S2, creates summaries consisting of sentences 1, 2, 4 and 1, 2, 3.It
can be possible that two sentences in one document are equally important. Using
Precision and Recall, S 1 can rank higher than S 2. Judges to judges, ranking of
sentences are varies. If a particular sentence ranked 8 by judge 1 and same
sentence is ranked 10 by judge2, then utility score of that sentence is 0.8 ( 810 ).
To calculate Relative Utility, a number of judges (N ≥ 1) are asked to assign
utility score to all sentences in the document. The top e number of sentences is
extracted according to utility score. Relative Utility of a system is calculated as :
RelativeUtility =
∑n
i=1 δ j
∑N
j=1 λi j∑n
i=1 η j
∑N
j=1 λi j
(2.22)
Coselection based evaluation focused on summaries where sentences are
extracted.
• Content based Measure : Content based evaluation mainly focuses on extracted
summaries where comparison is done among words. Measures of Contentbased
evaluation are : Cosine similarity, unit overlap, longest common subsequence,
ROUGE score, and pyramid. Cosine Similarity :
sim(D1,D2) =
∑
i d1id2i√∑
i(xi)2
√∑
i(y2i )
(2.23)
Where D1 and D2 are two documents represented using a vector space model
and di is a term weight for wordi.
Unit Overlap : Unit Overlap is defined as :
overlap(X,Y) =
||X ∩ Y ||
||X|| + ||Y || − ||X ∩ || (2.24)
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Where X and Y are text representations based on sets. Here ||S || is the size of set
S. Longest Common Subsequence : LCS finds longest common subsequence of
X and Y. It can be calculated as [74] :
2 × lcs(X,Y) = length(X) + length(Y) − editdi(X,Y) (2.25)
Where length(X) and length(X) are length of the string X and Y respectively and
editdi(X,Y) is the edit distance between X and Y.
ROUGEN : Ngram CoOccurrence Statistics: ROUGEN is an ngram recall
between a candidate summary and a set of reference summaries. ROUGE-N is
computed as follows :
ROUGE − N =
∑
sRe f erencesS ummaries
∑
gramn Countmatch(gramn)∑
sRe f erencesS ummaries
∑
gramn Count(gramns)
(2.26)
Where gramn and Countmatch(gramn) is the maximum number of ngrams
cooccurring in a candidate summary and a set of reference summaries, and n
stands for length of the ngram.
In case of multiple references, pairwise summarylevel ROUGEN between a
candidate summary s and every reference,ri, in the reference set. ROUGEN
can be computed for multiple reference as follows :
ROUGE − Nmulti = argmaxiROUGE − N(ri, s) (2.27)
ROUGE can be computed based on longest common subsequence, known as
ROUGEL. Fmeasure base on LCS can be computed as :
Flcs =
(1 + β2RlcsPlcs
Rlcs + β2Plcs
(2.28)
where Rlcs = LCS (X,Y)m and Plcs =
LCS (X,Y)
n , X is a reference summary sentence of
length of m and Y is a reference summary sentence of length n. ROUGEL does
not require consecutive matches but insequence matches that reflect sentence
level word order as ngram and it automatically includes longest insequence
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common ngrams; therefore no predefined ngram length is necessary. Sentence
level LCS based can be applies to the summarylevel. In this process, it take
union LCS matches between reference summary sentence,ri,and every candidate
summary sentence,c j . Fmeasure can be computed as [75] :
Flcs =
(1 + β2)RlcsPlcs
Plcs + β2Plcs
(2.29)
where Rlcs =
∑u
i=1 LCS ∪(ri,c)
m and Plcs =
∑u
i=1 LCS ∪(ri,c)
n ,and number of sentences
containing a total number on m words in reference summary and v number
of sentences containing a total number of n words in candidate summary.
Pyramids : To identify relevant information from s document or set of
documents. It is based on Summary Content Unit (SCU). A SCU is a
semantically atomic unit representing a single fact, but is not tied its lexical
realization [76]. Let be the number of SCUs in the summary that appear in
tier Ti, and X is the total number of SCUs in the summary. Total SCU weight
can be computed as :
D =
n∑
i=1
i × Di (2.30)
This SCU weight is then normalized by the optimal content score for a summary
X SCUs.The optimal content score is computed as :
Max =
n∑
i= j+1
i|Ti| + j(X −
∑
i= j+1
n|Ti|) (2.31)
where j = max(
∑n
i=1 |Ti| ≥ X) This pyramid score lies between 0 and due to
normalization.
LSA Based measure : It has the ability to capture the most important topics is
used by the two evaluation metrics proposed by Steinberg et al. It evaluates
a summary quality via content similarity between a reference document and
the summary. The quality is measured by the similarity between the matrix U
derived from the SVD performed on the reference document and the matrix
U derived from the SVD performed on the summary. There are two similarity
measures proposed : Main Topic Similarity and Term Significance Similarity.
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• Task-Based Measure : Task based evaluation focus on the quality of a summary
according to the fulfillment of a user. It requires more effort than intrinsic
evaluation. Approaches of taskbased summarization evaluation are : Document
categorization, information retrieval and question answering.
Document categorization : It determines whether the summary is effective
in capturing whatever information in the document is needed to correctly
categorize the document. Categorization can be done by human judges or
automatic classifier. By comparing the upper and lower bounds of the error
generated by a classifier and one that by a summarizer, we can compare the
system performance. The evaluation metrics of categorization are : Precision
and recall. Precision in this context is the number of correct topics assigned
to a document divided by the total number of topics assigned to the document.
Recall is the number of correct topics assigned to a document divided by the
total number of topics that should be assigned to the document.
Information Retrieval : It is a appropriate taskbased evaluation of a summary
quality. Relevance Correlation is an IR based measure for assessing the
relative decrease in retrieval performance when moving from full documents
to summaries. It measures the quality of summaries by comparing how well
the summary and full document does.There are several methods for measuring
the similarity of rankings. One such method is Kendall’s tau and another
is Spearman’s rank correlation. Relevance correlation r is defined as the
linear correlation of the relevance scores (x and y) assigned by two different
IR algorithms on the same set of documents or by the same IR algorithm on
different data sets :
r =
∑
i(xi − x¯)(yi − y¯)√∑
i(xi − x¯)2
√∑
i(xi − x¯)2
(2.32)
Here x¯ and y¯ are the means of the relevance scores x and y for the document
sequence respectively.
Question Answer : Here Authors take a test which consists of multiple choices,
with a single answer to be selected from answer shown alongside each question.
Authors measured how any of the questions the subjects answered correctly
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under different conditions by compare with professional answer.
2.3 Keyword Extraction
To extract important information or sentences, high quality keyword plays crucial
role as per user requirement. They help users to search information more efficiently.
Keyword extraction can be used in many applications, such as text summarization,
clustering, classification, topic detection, etc [77]. Due to growth of online information
it is difficult for human beings to accomplish their task in the field of natural language
processing in stipulated time. Extracting high quality keywords automatically are
expensive and time consuming. This shows keyword extraction is challenging problem
in the area of natural language processing especially in the context of global languages
in acceptable time.
Frank et al. investigate keyword extraction algorithm as a supervised learning
algorithm [78]. They also introduced KEA algorithm for keyword extraction.tf-idf
method is used for feature calculation [79] and it performed well. In 2000, Turneyet al.
used decision algorithm and genetic algorithm for keyword extraction [80].Kerner et
al. [81]investigate tf-idf is very effective in extracting keywords for scientific journals.
Keyword extraction also solved as unsupervised approach task shown by Lie et al
[82].Barker et al. discusses a key phrase extraction system that scores to noun phrases
based on frequency and length and it also filter some noise from the set of top scoring
keyphrases [83].Daille et al. applied linguistic knowledge to identify noun phrases for
both in English and French terms [84]. They used statistical methods to score good
terms.
Keyword extraction methods can be divided into different categories based on
approaches:-
Statistical approach : These methods are simple and do not need the training data.
The statistics information of the words can be used to identify the keywords in
the document. It includes n-gram, word frequency, tf-idf, and word co-occurrence
methods.Burnett et al. used n-gram to identify index terms in document [85]. Cohen
investigates n-gram count method to extracting highlights from the document [86].In
1957,Luhn described statistical approach that a sentence gives useful measurement
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of significance, if frequency of particular term (or word) is high in an article.
Frequencies of pair of words is high in the documents then term co-occurrence value
is high [87].
Linguistic approach: These approaches use the linguistics feature of the words mainly,
sentences and document. The linguistics approach includes the lexical analysis,
syntactic analysis etc.Lexical chain is a method of identifying set of words which are
semantically related. WordNet is used for measuring of conceptually similarity and
relatedness information from document [88], [27]. Hulth used syntactic features for
extracting keywords. To give an idea about pattern, frequently occurring keywords
present in the training data are adjective noun (singular or mass), noun noun (both
singular or mass), adjective noun (plural), noun (singular or mass) noun (plural)
and noun (singular or mass) [89].Other researchers used lexical cohesion method
for keyword extraction such as, Brazilay et al, Angheluta et al. [90], [91].
Machine learning approach: It includes methods like naive bayes, support vector
machine, etc. Bayesian decision theory based on tradeoffs between the classifications
decisions using probability and the costs that accompany those decisions [92].It
examined that it is less favourable due to large training data set.Zhang et al.defined
three categories of keywords, such as ’good keyword’, ’indifferent keyword’ and ’bad
keyword’. They applied support vector machine as a classification model for keywords
[93].
Other approach: It includes method that uses some heuristic knowledge, such as the
position, length, html tag etc. Position of the word appears defined by its position
normalized by the total number of words in the document. Keywords are extracted
based on the maximum length and highest salience score of the sentences [94].
Humphreys investigate on HTML keyword extractor. It is based on phrase rate that
includes word rate, docrate, ratephrases and selector [95].It is especially suitable for
online keyword aid.
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Chapter 3
Comparison between Performances of
two Keyword Extraction Methods
Here I describe our work on comparison between performance of keyword extraction
methods that are most popular TF-IDF method and another is based on Helmholtz
Principle. Here I propose a algorithm based on Helmholtz Principle to get meaningful
words in stipulated time.
3.1 Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF):
tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency) weight identify importance of
words to a document collection. Important keywords that appear frequently in a
document, but that don’t appear frequently in the remainder of the corpus [23].The
tf measures the number of times a word appears in the current document which can
reflects the frequency of the word in this article, while the idf reflects the number of
documents in which the word occurs. When the word is more frequent in the sentence
but less frequent in the whole document, the tf-idf value is higher.tf-idf is defined as:
t f − id f = t f × id f (3.1)
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id f (i) = log
n
n(i)
(3.2)
Where tf= number of times term i occur in document,
n= number of documents in the corpus and
n(i)= number of documents in which the word i occurs
tf-idf assigns to term t a weight in document d that is
• highest when t occurs many times a small within a small number of documents;
• lower when the term occurs fewer times in a document, or occurs in many
documents;
• lowest when the term occurs in virtually all documents
3.2 Optimization of Meaningful Keywords Extraction
using Helmholtz Principle
Jon Kleinberg present a formal approach for modeling ”bursts,” so that they can be
robustly and efficiently identified [24]. According to a basic principle of perception
due to Helmholtz, an observed geometric structure is perceptually meaningful if it has
a very low probability to appear in noise. As a common sense statement, this means
that events that could not happen by chance are immediately perceived. For example,
a group of five aligned dots exists in both images in Figure ??, but it can hardly be
seen on the left-hand side image. Indeed, such a configuration is not exceptional in
view of the total number of dots. In the right-hand image we immediately perceive the
alignment as a large deviation from randomness that would be unlikely to happen by
chance.
In the case of textual, sequential or unstructured data, Balinsky et al. derive
qualitative measure for such deviations. Suppose we are given a set of N documents
D1,D2, ....,DN(containers) of the same length [26]. Let W be some words inside these
N documents. Assume that the word W appears K times in all N documents and let
us collect all of them into one set S w = w1,w2, ...,wN .Let us denote by Cm,a random
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Figure 3.1:
variable that counts how many times an m-tuple of the elements of S w appears in the
same document. Now we would like to calculate the expected value of the random
variable Cm under an assumption that elements from S w are randomly placed into N
containers. Form different indexes i1, i2, ...im between 1 and K i.e. 1 < i1, i2, ..., im < k a
random variable
Xi1,i2,...,im =
 1 if wi1,...,wim are in same document0 otherwise
The function Cm,
Cm =
∑
1≤i1<i2<im≤
Xi1,i2,...,im (3.3)
and that expected Value E(Cm) is sum of expected values of all Xi1,i2,...,im<k,:
E(Cm) =
∑
1≤i1<i2<im≤
E(Xi1,i2,...,im) (3.4)
Since Xi1,i2,...,im has only values zero and one, the expected value E(Xi1,i2,...,im) is equal to
the probalbility that all wi1 ,wi2 ....wim belong to the same document, i.e.
E(Xi1,i2,...,im) =
1
Nm−1
(3.5)
From the above identities, we can see that
E(Cm) =
K!
m!(K − m)! .
1
Nm−1
(3.6)
We define K!m!(K−m)! .
1
Nm−1 as the number of false alarms(NFA) of a m-tuple of the word
W.
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The word W appears m times in the same document, then we define this word as a
meaningful word if and only if its NFA is smaller than 1.
If NFA is less than , we say that W is  meaningful.
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Algorithm 3.1 Calculate NFA(N,L,M,k,m)
Input: Store each document into an array from D1 to DN
Set corpus=[];
Add all the documents D1 to D2 into corpus Array;
L← length(corpus);
Set W=[];
for i := 0 to L do
W = append(Uniquewords(corpus));
end for
K=[];
for i := 1 to lenth(W) do
Set counter=0;
for j := 1 to L do
if W[i] == corpus[ j] then
counter=counter+1;
end if
end for
K[j]=append(counter);
end for
B;
Window Size
x=[],y=[],z=[];
for i := 1 to N do
l← Di
for j := 1 to B do
X[j]=appendDi[ j];
if B ≤ l then
for k = ( j + 1) to (B + 1) do
y[k] = append(Di[k]);
x=GetIntersection(x,y);
j=j+1;
B=B+1;
end for
end if
end for
end for
M ← LB ;
for D(i = 1)toD(i = N) do
m=[];
for j = 1 to length(x) do
counter =0;
for k = 1 to l do
if x[i] == Di[k] then
counter=counter+1;
end if
end for
m[ j] = append(counter);
end for
end for
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Set Word=[];
for i = 1 to lengh(x) do
for j = 1 to lengh(W) do
if x[i] == W[ j] then
p=K[j];
q=m[i];
if p!q!(p−q)! × 1M(q−1) ¡1 then
Word = append(x[i])
end if
end if
end for
end for
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Figure 3.2:
In a case of one document or data stream it can be divided into a sequence of
disjoint and equal size blocks and performs analysis for the documents of equal size.
Since such a subdivision can cut topics and is not shift invariant, the better way is to
work with a ”moving window”. An example of moving window is shown in Figure 3.2.
More precisely, if we are given a document D of the size L and B is a block size.
We define N as[ LB]. For any word W from D and any windows of consecutive B words
let m count number of Win this windows and K count number of W in D. If NFA < 1,
where
K!
m!(K − m)! .
1
Nm−1
< 1 (3.7)
then add W to a set of keywords and say that W is meaningful in these windows. In
the case of one big document that has been subdivided into subdocuments or sections,
the size of such parts are natural selection for the size of windows.
In real life examples it cannot be possible that a corpus of N documents D1,D2, ..DN
have the same length. Let li denotethe length of the documentDi. We followed some
strategies for creating a set of keywords, such as:
• Subdivide the set D1,D2, ..DNinto several subsets of approximately equal size
documents, and perform analysis above for each subset separately.
• ’Scale’ each document to common length l of the smallest document. More
precisely, for any word we calculate as K =
N∑
i=1
[mil ], where [x] denotes an integer
part of a number x and mi counts the number of appearances of the word W in
a document Di.For each documentDi, we calculate the NFA with this K and the
new mi ← [mil ].All words with NFA¡1 comprise a set of keywords.
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Chapter 4
Evaluation and Results
After brief description of the Text summarization systems, in this chapter I have
collected information on automatic text summarization systems. Also I summarize
experimental evaluation of two keyword extraction methods presented in the previous
chapter. First, in Section 4.1, I have given short description of more than 50 automatic
text summarization systems. In Section 4.2, I show the experimental result of
comparison between two keyword extraction methods for automatically extracting
meaningful keywords and their execution time. Also I present a model how proposed
algorithm is implemented.
4.1 Text Summarization Systems
In order to understand what each column means, the following information is
provided in Table 4.1. In first column (SYS, [REF], YEAR) the name of the system
with its reference and year is written, the second column (INPUTs) distinguish
between single document or multi-document summarization (both inputs can be
possible). Third column (DOMAIN) indicates genre of the input that is, whether it is
designed for specific domain or for non-restricted domain. Next column (FEATURES)
describes the characteristics and techniques used in each system. Fifth column
(EVALUATION) represents what the authors evaluate to get required output. Next
column (METRICS) represents the metrics used in each system. The last column
(OUTPUT) represents whether the summary generated is either an extract or an
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4.2 Experimental results on Keyword Extraction Methods
The performance of the proposed algorithm was studied on a relatively large corpus of
documents. To illustrate the result, we selected the set of more than hundred articles
from the set globalization articles. Each document consists of more than hundred
words in average. At first the punctuations were removed from the documents. In
preprocessing approach only stop word filtering is performed. To address the problem
of the variable document length, adaptive window size mi for each document was
applied. Each document, K and mi value is varied. To implement tf-idf values,
idf is varied for each document. The meaningful words are extracted using two
methods, one is tf-idf and the other is Helmholtz principle. Comparison of number
of words extraction from above two methods is implemented. To extract meaningful
words according to Helmholtz principle; expression (7) is applied from the corpus
of different length documents. In Figure 4.1 when document size is increased the
number of meaningful words is increasing in case of NFA. But for tf-idf, it is shown
that number of meaningful words is not depend on size of documents. Number of
meaningful words is more as compared with the meaningful words extracted from
tf-idf in each document. We followed principle of Helmholtz Principle to calculate
tf-idf. To find tf-idf, adaptive window size is applied in each document. idf and tf value
is varied in each document. To separate easily the number meaningful words extracted
using tf-idf with different threshold values log function is applied. log(t f − id f ) value
is greater than -8.5,-7.5,-6.5, compare with number of words using NFA is applied,
shown in Figure 4.2. More number of meaningful words are extracted as compared
with nfa. In Figure 4.3 NFA with log(t f − id f ) values greater than -4.5 and -5.5 is
compared. Each data is analyzed and the number of words in these documents varies
dramatically. For log(t f −id f ) > −4.5, the number of meaningful words is greater than
those in NFA up to 1500 words approximately. Beyond that the number of extracted
words decreases. However, for log(t f −id f ) > −5.5, more number of meaningful words
are extracted up to 13000 words approx then decreases.
The six most meaningful words extracted from the set of globalization articles
are: economic,population, government, poor, development and political. To execute
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Figure 4.1:
Figure 4.2:
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Figure 4.3:
Figure 4.4:
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experiment, we use python tool in high configured system. Figure 4.4 shows a
comparison of run time of extracting keywords using NFA and tf-idf as executed in
Figure 4. To get meaningful words using Helmholtz principle is very fast as compared
to using tf-idf.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future work
In this thesis, we have described an overview of text summarization. We present
taxonomy of text summarization based on different approaches. Categories of
Evaluation methods are also explained. We have also presented a general overview
of automatic text summarization systems with its main features. It is benefits
for many other tasks, mainly information retrieval, information extraction or text
categorization. Research on text summarization has started more than 70 years
ago, still it is going on. Day by day more developed techniques are applied but
still it requires improvement. In future we plan to study more systems with applied
techniques which improve quality.
Keyword extraction method using Helmholtz principle was compared with the most
popular Keyword extraction method i.e. tf-idf. We observe the comparison of NFA
with the different level of tf-idfvalues to extract the meaningful words. Time consumed
for implementing both the method to extract meaningful words was shown. When
the size of documents is increased, the meaningful words are also gradually increased.
Whereas for tf-idf, it is taking maximum time to implement and extracting the number
of meaningful words are more as compared with NFA.
The meaningful words attained through the NFA and tf-idf method will help to
create summaries of the documents. The tf-idf values can be applied in SVD to give
output.We will apply evaluation measures to the output summaries from both key
extraction methods and compare quality of summaries.
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